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Executive Summary

■ Traditionally, regulation consisted of relatively

specific commands to the regulated as to what

they should and should not do. Consequently,

regulations also consisted of relatively specific

commands to implementing agencies as to what

they should and should not require the regulated

to do. Judicial review of agency action was

relatively simple and effective because judges could

relatively easily monitor whether agencies had met

their statutory duties to compel the regulated to

fulfill their statutory duties. Private rights of action

could compel implementation when regulatory

agencies failed to enforce regulatory commands.

■ Recently, the fashion has moved away from

command and control regulation to an emphasis,

particularly at implementation stage, on forms of

consensual or voluntary or mediated compliance,

regulatory partnership, government jawboning or

leading by example. These essentially corporatist

moves envision discretionary bargaining between

regulators and regulated to achieve compromise

solutions in which government trades away some 

of the rigours of regulation in return for voluntary

compliance, thus achieving more bang for the

regulatory buck than it could achieve under a

regime of ‘adversarial legalism’ in which the

regulated desperately resisted the unyielding 

legal demands of the regulatory agencies.

■ Such corporatist regimes might indeed work 

well when and if the regulator desired full

implementation and thus bargained vigorously 

with the regulated. In competitive party

democracies, however, long periods will occur 

in which regulatory implementation will be in 

the hands not of the political party which enacted

the regulations but of the succeeding party that

opposed them when they were enacted. Now in

power, the succeeding party has no desire to

enforce, and strong incentives to subvert these

inherited regulations. Precisely because it is

supposed to engage in exercising discretion to

soften regulatory demands in order to achieve

voluntary compliance, a party in power opposed 

to the regulations in place has a perfect cover 

for not enforcing them.

■ What role could judicial review play in such

situations of dishonest corporatism? How can

courts determine when government implementers

have bargained successfully to achieve the most,

but less than full, enforcement for the least cost,

particularly in situations where the government

seeks, overtly or covertly, to bargain away as much

as it can because it really doesn’t want to enforce?
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Dishonest Corporatism and Judicial Review  

Corporatism is a word that is often avoided in

contemporary discourse owing to its connotations with

the anti-laissez-faire efforts of the Roman Catholic

Church and, more significantly, Fascism. Its root is the

idea that major public policy decisions, particularly in

the economic sphere, should be made by consultation

and consensus among public and private sector actors.

‘Right’ corporatism would limit consultation 

to government officials and business executives. 

‘Left’ corporatism would also include worker

representatives and, sometimes, consumers.

Corporatism is closely related to two words currently in

vogue. One is ‘governance’. While used to cover a wide

range of phenomena and sometimes simply a fancy

substitute for government, the root idea here is the

erosion of the boundary between the public and private

sector so that major public policy decisions are the joint

product of government and non-government actors.

Governance goes a step beyond government control of

public policy under the influence lobbyists, NGOs and

networks or epistemic communities of the concerned

and knowledgeable to their participants as full partners.

The other word is ‘deliberation’, used variously as

deliberative democracy, deliberative bureaucracy or

deliberative decision-making. The idea here is that

discourse among all interested parties can reach, 

not merely an aggregation of interests, a minimum

winning coalition or majority of the moment, but a

genuinely good public policy above and beyond the

mere compromise of clashing interests.

Cross-cutting corporatism, governance and

deliberation are modern aspirations to render 

public policymaking and implementation, including

government regulation of business, more transparent

and participatory. Superficially both these goals

would seem to be served by expanding the circles 

of public policy decision-making beyond government

to include private sector actors. In practice, however,

corporatist, deliberative governance often means a

complex web of the formal and informal, public

record and no record, scheduled and unscheduled,

committee meetings, conversations, e-mails, 

reports and pronouncements that are impenetrable

to those who are not themselves continuously active

participants and do not have the resources to

become so.

Corporatism and ‘deregulation’ or

regulatory reform
The latter half of the twentieth century saw a great

withdrawal of faith in government, one form of which

was a call for deregulation of economic enterprises and

more particularly a movement away from command 

and control regulation; that is, legal requirements that

enterprises comply with very specific regulations

enforced by government officials. Closely associated

with such regulation was the creation by law of

‘private rights of action’; that is, the legal standing 

of private persons to sue private enterprises on the

grounds that they had violated government regulatory

norms. Thus, thousands of ‘private attorney generals’

could be added to the government officials who

enforced business regulation.

Aside from the general laissez-faire view that

government should leave business alone, several

specific objections were made to command and

control regulation. Highly specific regulation depended

on extremely detailed knowledge of industrial and

business practices. Naturally the regulated would know

far more about these practices than the government

regulators, and had considerable resources to hide

what they did from the regulators. Thus, regulators

were deficient in the knowledge needed most

effectively and economically to achieve their regulatory

goals, both at the regulation-making and compliance-

monitoring stages.
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Legislators typically write ambitious regulatory statutes

and then appropriate scant funds to enforce them. 

In many instances the regulated calculate that the

legal costs of resisting, delaying and modifying a

regulation is less than the cost of immediate voluntary

compliance, and often the government regulator is less

able to bear the legal costs of vigorous prosecution

than the regulated are the costs of defence. The same

goes for private attorney generals. This is one facet 

of the dreaded ‘adversarial legalism’ which is said 

to plague contemporary public policymaking and

implementation with endless lawsuits and their

resulting out-of-pocket and delay costs. More bang 

for the regulatory buck is a central problem of

contemporary regulatory law. The most bang for that

buck would come if the regulated complied voluntarily

and this is more likely, so it is argued, if they are

consulted rather than commanded.

The regulatory spectrum
After initial enthusiasm for deregulation and

privatization, today it is pretty much agreed that 

in many instances deregulation in practice will be

regulatory redesign aimed at greater economic

efficiency through more market discipline.  

Such regulations should make best use of the skills

and knowledge of the regulated, and should aim at

greater regulatory efficiency, more bang for the

regulatory buck through generating more voluntary

compliance and creating easier monitoring.

A spectrum of regulatory reforms have been initiated

such as substituting performance or output norms

for legal commands specifying exactly what practices

the regulated must employ to achieve those norms.

Other reforms include the introduction of market

incentives like tradable pollution credits, and the

deregulation of command and control regulations 

to the regulated themselves, for instance the

implementation of Occupational Safety and Health

Administration rules to joint management union

safety committees on large construction sites. 

Moving further along the spectrum are all sorts of

‘soft law’, mediated regulation, delegation, regulatory

partnership and jaw-boning devices. It is this part of

the spectrum that may well be labelled corporatist. 

It consists of a wide array of devices for eliciting

voluntary compliance from the regulated by

consultation with them in the making of regulations,

even to the extent of requiring consensus before

regulations can be made, or by cooperative

monitoring and implementation processes that serve

to leave these matters almost entirely in the hands 

of the regulated, either formally or through passive

government in attention. These devices include

government announcement of ‘best practices’, and

government highlighting of environmental, health,

safety or other threats, with or without hints that 

the government will act if the private sector does not.

And of course the government may use the carrots of

conditioning subsidies, tax breaks or other favourable

government treatment on specified ‘voluntary’ actions

by the recipients with or without any real monitoring

of whether the recipient’s promises have been

fulfilled. Drug company promises to the Food and

Drug Administration of further testing as a condition

for receiving drug licensing is an obvious example.

Corporatism and transnational regulation
All that has been said up to now applies to particular

nation states. Current interest in corporatist devices

has also been fuelled recently by transnational

regulatory developments most notably in the

European Union, WTO and NAFTA. It is something 

of a truism that transnational regulaton will 

follow on the heels of transnational free trade. 

Either deliberately or incidentally, differences in

national regulation tend to serve as barriers to free

trade as products that meet the producing states’

regulatory standards do not meet those of other

states in the trade zone. Thus, stage one of

establishing a free trade zone will call for the

invalidation of conflicting national regulations. 

As noted earlier, however, simple deregulation almost

always in practice must become re-regulation along

more desirable lines. In transnational settings either

national regulations will be ‘harmonized’ or new

transnational regulations will be written.
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Two major difficulties arise. First, strong vested

interests in existing, and differing, national

regulations make it difficult to arrive at agreement

on highly specific, uniform, transnational, regulatory

commands. Second, strong national bureaucracies are

in place to implement regulatory standards. They will

be resistant to losing those functions to new

transnational regulatory bureaucracies. In any event

such new bureaucracies are expensive. And the

further away regulatory authorities are from the

regulated the more slippage is likely to occur. 

So a new, centralized, transnational, regulatory

bureaucracy is likely to find itself decentralizing 

its monitoring and implementation organs, thereby

creating a second, very expensive set of

administrative offices appearing to needlessly

duplicate existing national bureaucracies.

Consequently, there will be strong tendencies to

assign implementation of transnational regulations 

to existing national bureaucracies rather than

establishing full-scale transnational bureaucracies.

Add these two phenomena together and a strong

appeal of corporatism arises. If it is difficult to

harmonize differing, specific, national, regulatory

commands into a single, uniform, specific transnational

one, it is easier to reach consensus on something

along the spectrum of less specific, less commanding,

more voluntaristic and cooperative corporatist devices,

one of whose touted virtues is elasticity of application

in the light of differing particular (read national)

circumstances. Many of the member state bureaucracies

to which implementation of transnational regulation

may be assigned may already have strong corporatist

traditions, as in the EU. 

If transnational regulation moves away from 

command to more cooperative devices, existing 

national bureaucracies that already enjoy close ties 

to the regulated have a better claim to serving as the

government side of regulatory partnerships than does 

a new, distant, transnational bureaucracy. Corporatist

regulation softens the sharp edges of new transnational

regulatory regimes for both the national regulators and

the national regulatees.

Corporatism, transnationalism and

technocracy
Regulatory policy in industrialized democratic 

states typically involves a grand tension between

democracy and technocracy. In a democracy,

important public policy decisions should be made 

by elected officials. In a high-tech world all 

important decisions should be made by persons who

understand the technology that partially determines

and is determined by public policy. Hence we can

conceive of a democratic corporatism involving

partnership between elected government officials

and business (and labour) leaders. We can also

conceive of a technological corporatism in which

technical specialists appointed by government,

business and so on are the principal negotiators,

although often, at least formally, acting only as

agents for their principals.

There are obvious and overwhelming advantages of

technical specialists taking a lead role in negotiations. 

In transnational regulatory settings there are two

additional, reciprocal advantages. Even if French, German

or Italian and designated by their governments, technical

experts are less likely to push their own conflicting

national interests than are persons elected for the very

purpose of representing national interests. Moreover

three nuclear engineers, one French, one German and

one Italian, are likely to be pulled away from national

conflict and toward transnational consensus by their

shared professional values or membership in a common

and constantly communicating epistemic community.

National and transnational
Thus, just as transnational regulation pushes us away

from hard command and control law toward soft

consultative law, it also pushes us from democracy

toward technocracy. Behold technocratic corporatism

in which major decisions are made by consensus in

circles of non-elected, specialized experts who,

precisely because they know what they know and 

do what they do, may have values and perspectives

quite different than the rest of us.
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Vogues in transnational regulatory thinking are likely to

carry over into domestic settings. There is a regulatory

epistemic community too. That community is currently

preoccupied with transnational regulation as a 

pressing concomitant of globalization of trade.

Domestic regulation is currently preoccupied with

regulatory redesign, since simple deregulation or

privatization turns out to be far less simple or possible

than it once did. Particularly for anti-regulators seeking

new, less regulated but at least seemingly regulated

ports, a vogue in transnational corporatism can be a

convenient, intellectually respectable screen behind

which to continue their hoped for erosion of regulation.

Dishonest corporatism: the grapes of

discretion
The corporatism that has enjoyed the greatest esteem

is the high level, general, national economic decision-

making of the Netherlands and Scandinavia. The key

participants typically have been elite, technocratic,

career civil servants, elected politicians from centre

left, well organized, well financed, centralized, political

parties, labour leaders from unions to which the same

adjectives apply and the managers of a private sector

marked by flagship firms and semi-cartels. While the

issues may often be complex, ultimately they come

down to who — investors, workers, general citizens —

gets what slice of the pie. That each party is openly

seeking to maximise the return to his/her principals,

while none regard the game as zero sum, can be fairly

realistically assumed.

As opposed to this kind of corporatist policymaking,

corporatist implementation in polities marked by

competitive two-party systems with weak party

systems, weak and divided unions, highly politicized

government regulatory executives and a very diverse

private sector, is likely to be much less esteemed.

High level policy corporatism is and will be

recognized to be a realm of almost pure discretion

and openly pursued preference limited only by the

proclaimed and often real understanding that we

(the nation) ultimately will all rise or sink together.

In corporatist implementation, rule and discretion,

what is legal and what I want, form a volatile

mixture. Granted that the law always leaves some

wriggle room, in command and control regulation

there is a relatively clear command, and it is either

being obeyed or not. Corporatist implementation

means that the regulators and the regulated both

have a relatively high degree of discretion to arrive

at an agreed outcome somewhere within the

relatively broad and vague boundaries set by an

earlier policy decision, which may or may not itself

have contemplated a relatively uncertain outcome to

be arrived at by consensus. 

Where both the regulated and the regulatees are

operating in good faith, corporatist implementation

may indeed lead to more bang for the

implementation buck. The compromise of somewhat

weaker but consensual regulatory outcomes may be

worth the reduced cost of implementation and lead

to better results overall than implacable pursuit of

maximum regulation in each and every instance. 

On the other hand, the question becomes not: is the

law being obeyed now? but: how much will the law

be obeyed, as determined by whom?

Now let us suppose not good faith but bad.

Admittedly the regulated themselves often favour

regulation and often themselves have written the

regulations under which they live. Nevertheless any

realistic view of law must contemplate that those

whose conduct is dictated by law would often wish

otherwise. Admittedly law enforcers will have a

certain institutional interest that the law be obeyed.

Nevertheless in competitive two-party regimes with

highly politicized regulatory enforcement

mechanisms, inevitably regulations written when one

party was in control of the rule-making process will

be subject to implementation by mechanisms now

under control of the other party, which may be quite

opposed to the substance of the previously enacted

regulation. If the regulators and the regulated are

both to exercise discretion in order to reach a

consensus about precisely what implementation 

shall be done, and if neither really want the

regulation implemented, then corporatist, consensual

regulation is easy: ‘Let’s not do it but say we did it.’  

Not many bucks are spent, just the cost of the 

press release, but there’s no bang at all.
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Technocracy again
A second makeweight to implementation reluctance

might well be professional standards. Anti-regulation

regulators as such might be happy enough to

bargain away enforcement of regulations they 

don’t like. But as safety engineers or pharmaceutical

specialists they might feel compelled to hold a

professionally agreed line. When corporatism is

transposed into negotiations between government

experts and experts representing management,

professionally agreed norms incorporated in

regulatory statutes may not easily be bargained

away. Two dangers, however, do arise. First, political

executives may sufficiently dominate regulatory

agencies that they may ignore or distort their own

agency expertise. Second, the profession or expert

specialization may itself be dominated by intellectual

leaders who, either consciously or unconsciously,

identify the interests of the epistemic community

itself with those of some segment of the regulated.

An anti-regulatory corporatism further armoured in

technocratic legitimacy is not a welcome prospect.

Enter courts
Even apart from any vogue in corporatism, judicial

review of administrative discretion is difficult.  

Where the law’s procedural and substantive demands

are clear and precise, judges find it easier to

determine lawfulness than when the law’s demands

are otherwise. More generally courts find it easier 

to determine that government actors have acted

wrongly than whether they have done their best.

Courts find it easier to order government actors to

stop doing things than to do more. Where the

regulatory action contemplated by law is that

government shall vigorously negotiate with the

regulated to achieve that level of voluntary

compliance that yields the most bang for the

regulatory buck, how does a court determine

whether the government has been vigorous enough

or has given too much away? What order could it

The argument here, in spite of all the recent

headlines to the contrary, is not that government and

business always lie or that present governments and

business lie more than others have. Rather it is that

profit-seeking enterprises will generally seek to

reduce costs — including regulatory costs — and that

where one set of persons are charged to implement

policies previously made by persons of opposing

policy preferences, they will be less than enthusiastic

about implementation.

On any given day in the US some regulator who does

not want to enforce an existing regulation enacted

by a previous administration faces a regulatee who

opposed the regulation when enacted and would

prefer not to obey it now. In such situations

corporatism is not likely to consist of some reduction

in regulatory vigour in exchange for voluntary

compliance. It is far more likely to lead to regulatory

benign neglect, in which the regulated promise

voluntary compliance to reduced regulation and the

regulators do little to even monitor let alone compel

the compliance agreed upon.

A fundamental, structural feature of regulation in a party

competitive democracy is that relatively long periods of

time will pass in which the party in power is enforcing

regulations it opposed when enacted on regulatees who

would prefer less or different regulation. Running counter

to this structural pathology is fidelity to law. Where the

law requires both the regulator and the regulated to

employ high levels of discretion to arrive at consensus

based on give and take, it becomes extremely difficult to

identify when and by whom regulatory law has been

under-enforced. Where a regulatory regime is based on

the precept that, ‘you have to give a little to get a little’,

what is the legal measure of how much is a little and

how much is too much? The charms of corporatism may

disappear when we imagine its operation as a partnership

between regulators who don’t want to regulate and

regulatees who don’t want to be regulated.
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give to require the government to be a more

successful corporatist negotiator? How could it see

through the subterfuges and apparent ineptness 

of a dishonest regulator bent on subverting the

regulations previously enacted by the other party?

Where the regulatory canon is one of consensus, and

the consensus is that both the regulated and the

regulator will subvert the regulation, we must

question the role of judicial review even when private

causes of action bring regulatory conduct under

judicial scrutiny.
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